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1. Scott Bradlee founded a musical collective named for one of  these objects that gives pop hits a
vintage sound. Ain't Too Proud and Jersey Boys belong to a genre of  musicals named for this object.
This object characterizes a "hero" with "stars in his eyes" in a Foreigner song. Bruno Mars' (*)
second album is titled for an "Unorthodox" one of these objects. A combination of  a letter and a number is
used to select items in older versions of  these objects,whose newer varieties are often made by TouchTunes.
For 10 points, name these coin-operated devices that play music in bars.
ANSWER: jukeboxes [accept jukebox musical or "Jukebox Hero" or Unorthodox Jukebox]
<Rao-Pothuraju>

2. In a 1994 game against the Jets, this player threw a game-winning touchdown pass after
pretending to spike the ball. The Los Angeles Express made this player the first draft pick in the
history of  the USFL the same year he was the lastof  six quarterbacks taken in the first round of  the
1983 NFL Draft. The NFL's first 5,000-yard passing season was achieved by this man, whose
number (*) 13 was retired by both the University of Pittsburgh and an AFC team for whom he never won a
championship. For 10 points, what longtime Miami Dolphins quarterback was known as "Dan the Man"?
ANSWER: Dan Marino <Andert>

3. In this film, a Burger King cashier tells the main character that he can get his Whopper to-go if
he wants to "eat it in his car and cry." One character in this film reveals that his childhood crush
was Mother Theresa and breaks a vase over his own head. During a game of  Vicebreaker in this
film, (*) Keanu Reeves gets punched in the face. After the opening a restaurant in San Francisco, this film's
protagonist Sasha Tran leaves to move to New York without her boyfriend, Marcus Kim. Ali Wong and
Randall Park star in, for 10 points, what 2019 Netflix romantic comedy?
ANSWER: Always Be My Maybe <Andert>

4. Characters on Lucifer frequently recognize Chloe Decker from a movie about a high school
named for this object. On Orange Is the New Black, Bennett had to have his leg amputated after one
of  these things in Orlando gave him an infection.An alleged 2017 incident in one of  these places
between Corinne led to the suspension of  the show(*) Bachelor in Paradise. On The Price Is Right, these
relatively big prizes are often manufactured by Beachcomber or Cal Spas. A lot of Jersey Shore make-out
sessions often occur in, for 10 points, what bubbly leisure devices?
ANSWER: hot tubs [accept Hot Tub High School; accept Jacuzzis; accept spas before "Spas"]
<Vopava>

5. In the 1990s, this NBA team introduced a logo featuring a flaming animal that is not part of  their
name, which appeared on a set of  teal uniforms. Thisis the most recent team that Stan Van Gundy
has coached. Vinnie Johnson and Bill Laimbeer (lam-BEER) were members of  this NBA team's (*)
"Bad Boy" lineup, which also included Isiah Thomas. This team's previous arena, which was the site of a
"malice" in which Ron Artest fought a spectator, was located in Auburn Hills. Blake Griffin is a current
member of, for 10 points, what NBA franchise located in Michigan?
ANSWER: Detroit Pistons <Andert>
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6. Description acceptable. This work was initially inspired by the phrase "playing a role is easy, but
being yourself, now that's a challenge." A pianist played by Olesya Rulin earns a scholarship to
Juilliard for composing and choreographing this work, whose leads perform (*) "Just Wanna Be With
You," as well as a callback to "We're All In This Together." Troy Bolton and Gabriella Montez were leads in,
for 10 points, what show produced by the East High students in the namesake final film of  a series starring
Zac Efron and Vanessa Hudgens?
ANSWER: Senior Year [accept answers like the Senior musical or the Spring musical or the musical
from High School Musical 3; prompt on just High School Musical or similar] <Rao-Pothuraju>

7. The woman featured in this song's music video also appeared in its band's video for "The Sun
Always Shines on TV." Christina Aguilera and Pitbull's collaboration "Feel This Moment" heavily
samples this song, whose second verse claims "I'm odds and ends, but I'll be stumbling away." A
hand reaches out of  a (*)comic book to a female reader in the video to this song, which is partly animated
using pencil drawings. The vocalist of  this song hits a high note at the end of  its lyric "I'll be gone in a day or
two." For 10 points, name this 1984 song by the one-hit wonder A-ha.
ANSWER: "Take On Me" <Golden>

8. A boy who doesn't want to wake four of  these creaturesforces his companion to take "the long
way round" on their way to Wedgehurst. Twenty of  thesecreatures have to be gathered onto three
blue checkpoints to reach Milo. One of  these creaturesbangs its head into a gate until it breaks
through and gets lost in a perilous forest called the Slumbering Weald. Prior to receiving his (*)
starter, Hop owns one of  these creatures, which evolves into the goat-like Dubwool. For 10 points, name
this very cute but dumb sheep Pokémon from Sword and Shield.
ANSWER: Wooloo ("WOOL"-oo) <Vopava>

9. After being derided for wanting to be a doctor, this character claims "I Iove mankind, it's people
I can't stand." This boy claims to be a "victim of a false doctrine" after a figure he loves routinely
fails to appear. This character is called a "Sweet Babboo" by his best friend's sister. An object held
by this character is derided as a "sucking (*) rag" by this character's brother Rerun. The only character
to believe that the Great Pumpkin exists is this boy, who typically wears a red and black striped shirt. For 10
points, name this blanket-carrying Peanuts character, the brother of  Lucy van Pelt.
ANSWER: Linus van Pelt [prompt on van Pelt before "van"] <Nelson>

10. A character currently played by this actor appeared seeking legal help in a crossover with the
short-lived sitcom Cristela. This man plays a sporting goods store executive in a series that co-stars
Nancy Travis. One sitcom starring this actor launched the acting career of  Pamela Anderson and
made a 90s teen heartthrob out of  (*)Jonathan Taylor Thomas. This man's current show was picked up
by Fox in 2018 a year after it was cancelled despite being ABC's second most popular show. For 10 points,
name this conservative star of Home Improvement and Last Man Standing.
ANSWER: Tim Allen [or Timothy Alan Dick] <Vopava>
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11. Soccer player Andres Escobar was murdered following the World Cup in this year, which was
the first time the World Cup was held in the U.S. The attack on Nancy Kerrigan occurred in this
year, was the first time a Winter Olympics were held in a non-Summer Olympic year. Coverage of
this year's NBA Finals was interrupted by the (*) O.J. Simpson Ford Bronco chase. A strike led to a
Major League Baseball stoppage and cancellation of the World Series in, for 10 points, what 20th century
year, which was two years before the Atlanta Olympics?
ANSWER: 1994 [prompt on 94] <Nelson>

12. In one film, this character engages in a race with Vance, a talking pig with whom he works on a
farm. Joe Manganiello plays himself  in a 2016 filmabout a "holiday" taken by this character, which
was the first film to feature him in 28 years. While stranded in the desert, this character is picked up
by a female (*) truck driver who turns out to be the ghost of  Large Marge. The bratty Francis Buxton
steals this man's most prized possession: his amazing red bike. For 10 points, name this child-like, bow-tie
wearing hero of  a 1985 film about his "Big Adventure."
ANSWER: Pee-wee Herman [accept either; accept Pee-wee's Big Adventure] <Vopava>

13. These animals title a 2017 Margaret Rogerson book about a fairy prince who hires Isobel to
paint him; that book is titled for An Enchantment of these animals. An English magician-king
named for this bird is discussed constantly in Jonathan Strange and Mr. Norrell. This bird lends its
name to Maggie Stiefvater's (STEEF-"otter's") book cycle about Adam, Noah, Ronan, and Gansey,
who are known as this bird's (*) "Boys." In Alice in Wonderland, Alice is asked why this animal is "like a
writing desk." For 10 points, name this smart, black-feathered relative of  the crow.
ANSWER: ravens [accept An Enchantment of Ravens or the Raven King or the Raven Cycle or The Raven
Boys] <Vopava>

14. A singer named for these animals claimed "Lights fade but I won't let them" in her song
"Holding onto Heaven" and asked "Why are you my remedy?" in the Zedd song "Clarity." The
Premier League team Leicester (LESS-ter) City is nicknamed for these animals, which are central to
an animated Wes Anderson (*) film based on a Roald Dahl novel. This animal's vocalizations are
discussed in a 2013 viral hit by the comedy duo Ylvis (EEL-viss). Sonic the Hedgehog's companion Tails and
Nick Wilde in Zootopia are examples of, for 10 points, what sly animals?
ANSWER: foxes [accept Foxes or Fantastic Mr. Fox or "What Does the Fox Say?" or Fox in Socks]
<Nelson>

15. A 2015 song about a love known by this adjective describes how "she's sweet like candy in my
veins." This is the first word in the title of  anannual music festival held in Rothbury, Michigan
since 2011. A song that precedes "Kids" on the album Oracular Spectacular by MGMT is titled for
this type of  (*)"Feel." A 1983 song by Eddie Grant describes how "we're going to rock down" to a place
based on a street in London in a song title for this type of  "Avenue." The 1978 hit "Mr. Blue Sky" isby a
band named after, for 10 points, what type of  "LightOrchestra"?
ANSWER: electric [accept "Electric Love"  or Electric Forest or  "Electric Feel"  or  "Electric
Avenue"  or Electric Light Orchestra] <Rao-Pothuraju>
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16. This actress collaborates with author Jeff  Rovinon the EarthEnd series of  sci-fi novels. One of
this actress's characters assumes the guise of  DavidBowie while speaking with a deity known as
Technical Boy. The goddess Media on American Gods was originated by this actress, who portrays
Margaret (*) Thatcher in season four of The Crown and the embarrassing mother of  Otis onSex Education.
On a sci-fi series, this woman played the partner of  Fox Mulder, a firm believer in aliens. For 10 points,
name this American actress best known as Agent Scully on The X-Files.
ANSWER: Gillian (Leigh) Anderson <Vopava>

17. In the 2016 ALDS, this player scored a tenth inning, series-winning run after a Rougned Odor
(ROOG-ned oh-DOR) throwing error. The TV series Spartacus: Blood and Sand inspired the phrase
"Bringer of  Rain" as the nickname of  this player,who was named the NL Comeback Player of  the
Year in 2019, his only year with an NL team. Miguel Sanó (suh-NOH) said that he would move to
first base in order to allow this (*) 2015 AL MVP to play his natural position in 2020. For 10 points,
name this third baseman who had a stellar 2019 season with the Braves before signing with the Twins.
ANSWER: Josh Donaldson [or Joshua Adam Donaldson] <Andert>

18. As a rule, a category exemplified by these people "can't spatially expand my horizons" and
cannot "bounce me here to the coast of  overseas."One of  these men is told that his FILA shoes are
being stepped on by "T-Boz," among others. This sort of  person is "lookin' like trash" while "I'm
lookin' like class" and has to be repeatedly told "no, I don't (*) want your number." The practice of
"hangin' out the passenger side of  his best friend's ride" is a frequent pastime of, for 10 points, what sloppy
type of  man that "can't get no love from me" in a song by TLC?
ANSWER: scrubs [accept "No Scrubs"] <Vopava>

19. Description acceptable. The creator of  this bookwas inspired to make it after repeatedly being
trapped in a girl's bathroom and rescued by Mr. Weiner. The owner of  this book nearly threw it
away after Suzie Crabgrass moved away. Along with Moze and Cookie, a mop-topped boy played by
Devon Werkheiser add entries to this this book, including sections like (*) "Lockers" and "A New
Grade," along with other "tips" for getting through middle school. A mid-2000s teen sitcom on
Nickelodeon is named after, for 10 points, what "declassified" notebook created by a boy named Ned?
ANSWER: Ned Bigby's school survival guide [accept Ned's Declassified School Survival Guide or answer
describing Ned's guide or Ned's notebook or answers describing a school guide; prompt on notebook]
<Rao-Pothuraju>

20. This actor is part of  a performance art trio withLuke Turner and Nastja Säde Rönkkö, which
whom he made the video #INTRODUCTIONS ("hashtag introductions"). In a 2019 film, this actor
played a miscreant and fisherman who befriends and mentors a young man with Down syndrome.
As part of  a rehab program, this star of  (*)The Peanut Butter Falcon wrote a 2019 film in which he played a
version of  his own abusive father.Honey Boy and Transformers starred, for 10 points, what former child actor
who appeared as Lewis in Even Stevens and in a viral video screaming "Just do it!"?
ANSWER: Shia (Saide) LaBeouf (SHY-uh luh-BUFF) <Nelson>
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1. After the unveiling of  this character in a newheroic role, writer Jason Aaron emphatically clarified: "This
is not 'She-Thor.' This is not 'Lady Thor.' This is not 'Thorita.' This is Thor." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this human doctor who became the new Thor in 2014.
ANSWER: Jane Foster [accept either underlined portion]
[10] Despite the task supposedly requiring god-like abilities, Jane Foster is one of  at least 12 othercanonical
people who can wield this item, Thor's primary weapon.
ANSWER: Mjölnir (m'yohl-neer) [prompt on hammer or similar answers that do not give the actual name]
[10] Jane Foster donned the mantle of  Thor in 2014'sOriginal Sin comics storyline after this hero whispered
a mysterious secret in Thor's ear that caused him to lose his powers.
ANSWER: Nick Fury [or Nicholas (Joseph) Fury; accept either underlined portion] <Vopava>

2. The young actress Mckenna Grace has made an impressive career out of  playing the younger versions of
more prominent TV and film characters. For 10 points each:
[10] Grace played young Caroline Forbes on this steamy CW series about the human Gilbert family and the
bloodsucking Salvatore clan.
ANSWER: The Vampire Diaries
[10] In 2018 Grace played the younger version of  this tormented baby sister of  the Crain family from the
Netflix series The Haunting of  Hill House.
ANSWER: Nell Crain [or Eleanor Crain]
[10] Grace plays the child prodigy Paige, who isn't the young version of  anyone, for once, on this CBSseries,
which instead stars Iain Armitage as the school-aged version of  a more well-known character.
ANSWER: Young Sheldon <Vopava>

3. While this position was intended to just be an experiment in 1973, league officials never bothered to stop
using it. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this baseball position, which is currently only used in the AL and deprives spectators of  getting
to watch pitchers bat.
ANSWER: designated hitter [accept DH]
[10] The National League almost voted to adopt the designated hitter in 1980, but the abstention of this
team helped cause the motion to fail. This team hired Joe Girardi (jer-AR-dee) as its manager in October
2019.
ANSWER: Philadelphia Phillies [accept either]
[10] An annual award given to the AL's best designated hitter is currently named for this man He spent his
entire career with the Mariners, and won the award five times before becoming its namesake.
ANSWER: Edgar Martínez <Andert>
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4. Guest rapper Melle Mel repeats this artist's name a bunch of  times at the beginning of  her versionof  the
song "I Feel for You." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this "Queen of  Funk." She sang "Tell MeSomething Good" and "Sweet Thing" as a member of
Rufus.
ANSWER: Chaka Khan [or Yvette Marie Stevens]
[10] This blind singer, who recorded the classics "Superstition" and "Signed, Sealed, Delivered, I'm Yours,"
played the chromatic harmonica in "I Feel for You."
ANSWER: Stevie Wonder [or Little Stevie Wonder; or Stevland Hardaway Judkins]
[10] The same year he appeared on "I Feel For You," Melle Mel replaced Flash as the "Grandmaster" of an
alliteratively-named hip hop group with this name.
ANSWER: the Furious Five [accept Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five or Grandmaster Melle Mel
and the Furious Five] <Golden>

5. On a red carpet appearance in 2005, Courtney Love told an interviewer that if  this producer "invites you
to a private party in the Four Seasons, don't go." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this sentient lump of  dumpster grease whosecrimes against over 80 actresses sparked the
#MeToo movement.
ANSWER: Harvey Weinstein
[10] Weinstein gained enormous industry clout through his film studio Miramax, which launched the careers
of  numerous directors including this New Jersey nativebehind the film Clerks. This man pledged residuals
from his Miramax films to the non-profit Women in Film.
ANSWER: Kevin (Patrick) Smith
[10] The story of  Weinstein's many,many crimes was broken in 2017 by this reporter, the son of  othernoted
Hollywood skeezeball Woody Allen.
ANSWER: Ronan Farrow [or Satchel Ronan O'Sullivan Farrow] <Vopava>

6. William Robinson, an American illusionist who probematically performed under the name Chung Ling
Soo, is best remembered for dying while attempting this trick. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this highly dangerous magic trick. The cast of MythBusters used a pig carcass to show that it is
physically impossible to actually perform the task seen in this trick.
ANSWER: bullet catch [accept answers describing catching a bullet in your teeth or otherwise catching
a bullet or similar]
[10] This pair of  magicians, one of  whom is alwayssilent on stage, perform a variation of  the bullet catch in
which they each simultaneously catch a bullet fired by the other.
ANSWER: Penn & Teller [accept Penn Gillette and (Raymond Joseph) Teller in either order]
[10] A few different methods have been devised for performing the bullet catch, including one that involves
a bullet made from the paraffin variety of  this substance.
ANSWER: wax [accept Paraffin wax] <Nelson>
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7. Peter Serafinowicz ("Sarah"-FIN-uh-wits) was already months into recording his dialog in Solo: A Star Wars
Story when Disney replaced him with Sam Witwer to maintain continuity with the Star Wars TV shows. For
10 points each:
[10] In two 2010s animated series, Witwer voiced what Sith lord with a fearsome, horned face?
ANSWER: Darth Maul
[10] As well as on Star Wars: The Clone Wars, Witwer voiced Maul in this Disney XD series that centered on
the young Force-sensitive rogue Ezra Bridger.
ANSWER: Star Wars Rebels
[10] Witwer's intimidating good looks figure onscreen in his role on CW's Supergirl as this brutal, alien-hating
leader of  the Children of  Liberty.
ANSWER: Ben Lockwood [or Benjamin Lockwood; accept either underlined portion; prompt on Agent
Liberty] <Vopava>

8. The annual "Name of  the Year" bracket, which highlightspeople with strange or interesting names, has
recognized several prominent athletes. For 10 points each:
[10] The 2018 winner of  the Name of  the Year was JimbobGhostkeeper, a Canadian hockey prospect from
this city home to the NHL's Oilers.
ANSWER: Edmonton
[10] The sweet sixteen of  the 2019 bracket featureda Namibian soccer player whose first and middle names
are that of  this Premier League team, which is captainedby Ashley Young and is nicknamed for the "Red
Devil" in their logo.
ANSWER: Manchester United [prompt on Manchester; do not accept or prompt on "Manchester City"]
[The player's full name is Manchester United MacGyver.]
[10] This Houston Texans linebacker, who joined the team in the Jadeveon Clowney trade and began his
career with the Browns, was the Name of  the Year winner in 2009.
ANSWER: Barkevious (Levon) Mingo [accept Keke Mingo] <Nelson>

9. In this town's Tip Top Cafe, Rita is amazed when her co-worker correctly predicts, word-for-word, that
Larry is about to enter and say, "We'd better get going if  we're going to stay ahead of  the weather."For 10
points each:
[10] Name this small town where Phil keeps stepping into a deep puddle after encountering Ned Ryerson.
ANSWER: Punxsutawney (punk-suh-"tawny"), Pennsylvania
[10] Bill Murray plays Phil Connors, the narcissistic Punxsutawney weatherman who, like several other
ACRONYM subjects, is trapped in a time loop on the title holiday of  this 1992 comedy.
ANSWER: Groundhog Day [do not accept or prompt on "Groundhog's Day"]
[10] Groundhog Day abruptly soured Murray's long, fruitful partnership with director Harold Ramis
(RAY-miss), who had played Egon Spengler alongside Murray's Peter Venkman in this 1984 blockbuster.
ANSWER: Ghostbusters <Vopava>
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10. In multiple incidents, fascist politicians have misinterpreted the meanings of  the messages in Latinmusic.
For 10 points each:
[10] The lyrics to "A Diós Le Pido" were manipulated by Vox, a far-right political party in this country,
before its April 2019 election.
ANSWER: Spain [or Reino de España]
[10] Neo-fascists in another European nation have raised an arm to give a salute during the playing of  "La
Camisa Negra," falsely believing it to be a reference to this leader's followers, the Blackshirts.
ANSWER: Benito Mussolini
[10] Both "La Camisa Negra" and "A Diós Le Pido" are by this Colombian singer, one of  the biggest Latin
music stars in the world. His biggest hit is 2005's "Me Enamora."
ANSWER: Juanes [or Juan Esteban Aristizábal Vásquez] <Andert>

11. The majority of  this game’s players take the rolesof  psychics conducting a seance. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 2015 cooperative board game in which a "Ghost" tries to communicate the circumstances of
their death to the other players using only dream-like "Vision" cards.
ANSWER: Mysterium
[10] The imagery on Mysterium's "Vision" cards recalls the whimsical, absurd pictures from this social card
game whose players take turns as the Storyteller. Its name is Latin for "it said."
ANSWER: Dixit (DIX-it)
[10] Mysterium is often favorably likened to a cross between Dixit and this classic board game that includes
lead pipe and candlestick tokens.
ANSWER: Clue [accept Cluedo] <Vopava>

12. Knebworth House, a large open space in southern England that holds over 100,000 people, has been
home to several iconic concerts by the world's biggest rock bands. For 10 points each:
[10] In August 1986, the venue was home to this band's final show with its original vocalist, Freddie
Mercury, before Mercury's death.
ANSWER: Queen
[10] At the height of  their fame in 1996, this bandperformed two sold-out shows at Knebworth, where they
began each encore with a rendition of  "Champagne Supernova."
ANSWER: Oasis
[10] A 1978 festival at the venue, amusingly named "Oh God, Not Another Boring Old Knebworth,"
featured a subdued performance by this avant-garde musician of  the album Joe's Garage. This man's eldest
son "plays" his music with a namesake touring group.
ANSWER: Frank (Vincent) Zappa [accept Zappa Plays Zappa] <Nelson>
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13. After 27 tasteless seasons, this series finally ended in July 2018. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this iconic tabloid talk show. Steve Wilkos once led this show's security team, who were often
obliged to break up fist-fights between deplorable specimens of  humanity.
ANSWER: The Jerry Springer Show [accept Springer]
[10] Since 2018, Jerry Springer has hosted this specific type of  reality show. Before joining Fox News,
Jeanine Pirro (juh-NEEN PEER-oh) hosted this type of  reality show, another of  which features Judy Sheindlin.
ANSWER: court show [accept equivalents clearly pointing to a judicially-themed show, like a judge show]
[10] Springer drew far less controversy as the host of  two early seasons of  this other reality series;those
seasons of  this show were won by Terry Fator and NealE. Boyd.
ANSWER: America's Got Talent <Vopava>

14. In 2008, this player became the first woman to dunk in an NCAA Tournament game. For 10 points
each:
[10] Name this star with the L.A. Sparks. She was controversially snubbed from the US Olympic team in
2016, the same year she won a WNBA title.
ANSWER: Candace (Nicole) Parker
[10] Parker was a member of  the "Lady Volunteers" at this university, where she was coached by Pat
Summitt. Its much less successful men's team is currently coached by Rick Barnes.
ANSWER: University of Tennessee [or UTK]
[10] Parker later became the second woman ever to dunk in a WNBA game; the first was this other L.A.
Sparks center with an alliterative name. She played the elderly Betty Lou in the basketball movie Uncle Drew.
ANSWER: Lisa (Deshaun) Leslie <Andert>

15. In 2003, a highway in New Mexico was changed to no longer have this number, largely because its signs
were stolen on a very regular basis. For 10 points each:
[10] Give this number, which is repeated in the Iron Maiden song "The Number of  the Beast."
ANSWER: 666
[10] A mysterious briefcase opened by John Travolta's Vincent Vega in this 1994 film ominously uses 666 as
its lock combination.
ANSWER: Pulp Fiction
[10] The alleged spookiness of  the number 666 is implied in the prologue of The Phantom of  the Opera, in
which it is the lot number for the auction of  oneof  these items.
ANSWER: (broken) chandelier <Nelson>
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16. The Wilhelm scream, a sound effect recorded for the 1951 film Distant Drums, is still being consistently
reused in movies as of  2019. For 10 points each:
[10] It was used as the scream of  an off-screen figureupon the revelation that this title character, played by
Mena Massoud, is actually a disguised prince in a 2019 remake.
ANSWER: Aladdin
[10] A creature delivering mail to Ox makes the Wilhelm scream in this animated musical film, whose title
figures aim to be improved by visiting the Institute of  Perfection.
ANSWER: UglyDolls
[10] The scream also appears in this late 2019 animated action film, whose plot is adapted from a 2009
animated short with the ridiculous title Pigeon Impossible.
ANSWER: Spies in Disguise <Nelson>

17. This man put Beggar, Thief, Warrior, King at the top of  a list he made in 2018 after forcing himself to read
every book in Skyrim. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this well-dressed, bespectacled YouTube personality who declared "Mario is a war criminal" while
studying "Bowser's Military Hierarchy" as host of the web series Unraveled.
ANSWER: Brian David Gilbert
[10] Unraveled is produced by this video game journalism website. Its logo is a six-sided reddish shape, an
appropriate choice considering its name.
ANSWER: Polygon
[10] In the fifth Unraveled video, Gilbert tabulated over 17 million dollars in OSHA fines for the latest game
this Nintendo fighting series, with its 75m ("75-meter") stage being the most unsafe.
ANSWER: Super Smash Bros. [accept Super Smash or Smash Bros. or Super Smash Bros. Ultimate or
Smash Ultimate] <Vopava>

18. For 10 points each, answer the following about lyricist Paul Francis Webster, a 16-time Oscar nominee
for Best Song:
[10] Webster won the 1953 Oscar for "Secret Love," a song from the film Calamity Jane sung by this actress.
Known for Pillow Talk and other romantic comedies with Rock Hudson, she died in May 2019.
ANSWER: Doris Day [or Doris Mary Kappelhoff]
[10] In 1962, he penned a namesake theme song for this film, an adaptation of  a novel by F. Scott Fitzgerald,
which is itself  titled for a line in a John Keatspoem. It is largely based on the struggles of  Fitzgeraldand his
wife Zelda.
ANSWER: Tender Is the Night
[10] Webster wrote two songs for The Alamo, a film directed by this prototypical star of  Westerns likeTrue
Grit and Stagecoach.
ANSWER: John Wayne [or Marion (Mitchell) Morrison or Marion (Robert) Morrison] <Vopava>
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19. Between 1953 and 1993, the Big Ten Conference actually did contain exactly ten football teams! For 10
points each:
[10] This school spoiled it by becoming the eleventh member of  the Big Ten in 1990. This team plays at
Beaver Stadium, despite them not being nicknamed the Beavers.
ANSWER: Penn State [or Pennsylvania State University Nittany Lions; accept any underlined portion;
prompt on Lions] [It's named after a guy named James Beaver.]
[10] After Nebraska left this conference to join the Big Ten in 2011, this similarly named conference also
became inaccurately named. Its current schools include Baylor and Texas Tech.
ANSWER: Big 12
[10] Before the Big Ten established geographic divisions, teams were separated into these two
alliteratively-named divisions in order to preserve competitive equity.
ANSWER: Legends and Leaders [accept answers in either order] <Andert>

20. Devotees of  this genre often use the word "cod" to describe songs and performers, especially white
people, who have no cultural connection to the music. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this music genre that developed in the Caribbean in the 1960s and is immensely popular in
Jamaica and the Jamaican diaspora.
ANSWER: reggae [accept cod reggae]
[10] An example of  "cod reggae" is this 2014 hit by the one-hit wonder Magic!, whose lovesick singer asks
"Don't you know I'm human too?"
ANSWER: "Rude"
[10] While "cod" is often used as a derogatory term, some white artists have earned praise, including this
androgynous British singer of  the song "The CryingGame." With a band he fronted, he also sang "Do You
Really Want To Hurt Me."
ANSWER: Boy George [or George Alan O'Dowd] <Vopava>


